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In this paper, we shall give some general method how to calculate 
the multiplicity of a given finite group which appears as the automorphism 
groups of the lattices, up to isometry, in a fixed genus in a positive 
definite metric space, and apply it to the binary quaternion hermitian 
cases, motivated by the theory of supersingular abelian varieties developed 
in Katsura-Oort [12]. Our Main Theorems are Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in 
§ 7. More precisely, we shall consider the following problems. Let B 
be either the rational number field Q, an imaginary quadratic field over 
Q, or a definite quaternion algebra over Q. Let (V, h) be a pair of a 
finite dimensional left B-vector space V over B and a positive definite 
hermitian metric h on B with respect to the unique positive involution of 
B. Denote by G= G(V, h) the group of similitudes of (V, h); 

G={g E GLs(V); h(xg, yg)=n(g)h(x, y) (x, y E V) for some n(g) E Qx}. 

Let 2 be a fixed genus of some lattices in V. 

Problem 1. Calculate the class number H =#(2/G) of 2. 

It is known that Problem 1 can be solved at least in principle by 
means of the trace formula (cf. Hashimoto [3]), and some explicit calcula
tions have been done by several mathematicians. Now, our main theme 
in this paper is the following Problem 2. Denote by L 1, • • ·, LH a 
complete set of representatives of the classes in 2. For each i (I~ i ~ H), 
put 

It is easy to see that this is a finite group for each i, because of our 
assumption that h is positive definite. 
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Problem 2. Let I' be any finite group. Count the number of 
classes Lt such that I'~ I' t· 

The usual trace formula(, or its refinement in [3], [5], [61) gives us 
some information also on this Problem 2. But, in general, these previously 
known formulae do not give us enough information to solve the above 
Problem 2. 

In this paper, first, we give a certain new mass formula which gives 
us enough information to solve Problem 2 (§I.Theorem 1.1). This new 
formula is a generalization of the formula in [3] (cf. also [5], [61), and the 
proof itself is obtained in a similar way. But, while the old one in [3] 
was more or less motivated to explain the trace formula, our new one 
does not appear as a summand in the usual trace formula in general. 
And, it does not seem to have been appreciated that such new formula 
should exist and be useful. 

The reason why we need a new mass formula can be roughly 
explained as follows. We can take a certain big finite group L1 so that it 
acts on 2'/G, and that, for each i {l <i~H), the subgroup of L1 consisting 
of all elements which stabilize the class which contains Lt is isomorphic 
to I' t· The usual trace formula is essentially the formula to give the 
linear characters of the permutation representation of L1 on 2/G (although 
it might sometimes give us slightly more information). To determine 
each I't, we need the irreducible decomposition of(L1, 2/G) as a permuta
tion representation. But, in general, a permutation representation cannot 
be determined by the linear representation attached to it. Our new mass 
formula is quite useful to fill this gap. The usual trace formula expresses 
some kind of masses by sum of data determined by G-conjugacy classes 
of elements of G. Our new mass formula expresses some kind of new 
masses by sum of data determined by G-conjugacy classes of elements 
of the direct-product G', where r is a certain natural number. By this 
formula, we can tell whether several elements of G are contained in a 
group I' t at the same time, or not, and this gives us a general tool in 
order to solve Problem 2, as we shall explain in § I. 

Secondly, we shall apply this method to some special cases. Here
after, we shall assume that B is the definite quaternion algebra over Q 
with fixed prime discriminant p: We shall solve Problem 2 explicitly for 
arbitrary p for the (unique) non-principal genus in V in the case of 
dimB V =2 (§ 7. Theorem 7.1. As for the case where the discriminant 
is not necessarily prime, see Theorem 7.2). When dimB V = I, the answer 
to Problems I, 2 was classically well known by Eichler [2]. When 
dimB V =2, or 3, Problem 1 was solved in Hashimoto-lbukiyama [5] and 
Hashimoto [4] by means of the trace formula. Our Problems 1 and 2 
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have also close relations to the theory of supersingular abelian varieties. 
For example, when dimB V~2, the class number of the principal genus 
in Vis equal to the number of isomorphism classes of principal polariza
tions on En, where E is a supersingular elliptic curve over a field of 
characteristic p, p is the discriminant of B, and n = dimB V (T. Ibukiyama
T. Katsura-F. Oort [11]). In this case, Problem 2 amounts to describe 
all automorphism groups of all principally polarized abelian varieties 
(En, C), where we denote by C the principal polarizations on En. When 
n=2, using this relation, Problem 2 was solved explicitly for all p for the 
principal genus in V ([11] loc. cit.). When n=2 and genus in question is 
the non-principal genus in V, another geometrical interpretation of 
Problems 1 and 2 was given in Katsura-Oort [12]: for any natural integer 
m such that p { m, denote by A 2, i(m) the coarse moduli space of principally 
polarized abelian surfaces with level m structure, and by As(m) the locus 
in A2 , 1(m) of principally polarized supersingular abelian surfaces with 
level m structure. As shown in [12], the variety A,(1) is not irreducible in 
general, and the number of ineducible components of A,(1) is equal to 
the class number of the non-principal genus in V. In this case, if p=/=2, 
Problem 2 amounts to give explicitly the decomposition group of each 
irreducible component in A,(2) for the natural covering A2, 1(2)-.A 2, 1(l) 
(which is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the Morret-Baily 
family in [13], [12].) Using this relation and some geometrical methods, 
Katsura-Oort [12] solved Problem 2 for p~31 in this case. Actually, they 
used essentially some geometrical alternatives of the usual trace(, or mass) 
formula, and it worked successfully for such small p. But, for general p, 
this does not work, and we need a new mass formula which was men
tioned above. We shall solve Problem 2 for the non-principal genus in 
V, dimB V = 2, completely for all p by a purely number-theoretical method. 
It seems to be an interesting problem to find some geometrical alternatives 
of our methods, or some direct geometrical interpretation of our results 
in this paper. 

Now, we explain briefly the content of each section. In § 1, after 
reviewing lattices in hermitian spaces, we give general (but not explicit) 
new mass formula and explain how to solve Problem 2 in general, by 
using this formula. From § 2 until the end of this paper, we are devoted 
into explicit calculations in order to solve Problem 2 in the binary 
quaternion hermitian case. In § 2, we review the class number formula 
in [5] II and give some miscellaneous results obtained by that formula. 
In order to calculate explicit "masses" which we need, in § 3, we classify 
G-conjugacy classes of some elements of G2, in § 5, we calculate some 
"local data", and in § 6, we give explicit "masses". This procedure is 
more or less similar to that of the explicit calculations of the usual trace 
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formula in [5], but it is more elaborate and complicated in our case. In 
§ 4, we show that some dihedral groups cannot be isomorphic to any 
I'i (1 <i<H), without using mass formula. The argument in this 
section is special to the case we are considering, but it economizes the 
calculations. In § 7, we gather the results in the former sections, and 
solve Problem 2. 

The author would like to thank Professors T. Katsura and F. Oort 
for explaining him their problems in [12] and also for valuable conversa
tions. 

Notations. As usual, we denote by Q (resp. Z) the field of rational 
numbers (resp. the ring of rational integers). We denote by Q+ the set 
of all positive rational numbers. For any algebraic group g over Q, we 
denote by g..1. the adelization of g, by goo (resp. gq) the infinite (resp. 
q-adic) component of g..1., where q is any prime. For each prime q, we 
denote by Qq (resp. Zq) the field of q-adic numbers (resp. the ring of 
q-adic integers), and by Fqr the finite field of characteristic q with qr 
elements. For any ring R, we denote by Rx the group of units of R, by 
Mn(R) (n; natural number) the set of n by n matrices, and we put GLn(R) 
=Mn(R)X. We denote by ln the unit matrix of Mn(R), which is often 
denoted by 1 = ln, when n is clear from the context. For any finite set S, 
we denote by #(S) the cardinality of S. 

§ 1. New mass formula 

1.1. First, we review on lattices in metric spaces, and formulate 
Problems 1, 2 in the adelic language. As in the introduction, let B be 
either the rational number field Q, an imaginary quadratic extension of Q, 
or a positive definite quaternion algebra over Q. Let V be a finite 
dimensional left B-vector space. We denote by - the unique positive 
involution of B, which is trivial when B= Q, the complex conjugation 
when B is imaginary quadratic, and the main involution of B when B is 
quatemionic. We fix a positive definite metric h on V with respect to - : 
h is a mapping of V X V to B which satisfies the following conditions (1 ), 
(2), (3). 

(1) h(ax+by, z)=ah(x, z)+bh(y, z), (a, be B, x, y, z e V), 

(2) h(y, x)=h(x, y) (x, ye V), 

(3) h(x, x)>O, for all x e V, and 

h(x, x)=O, if and only if x=O. 

Denote by EndB(V) (resp. GLa(V)) the ring (resp. group) of all left B
linear endomorphisms (resp. automorphisms) of V, and by G=G(V, h) 
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the group of similitudes of (V, h): 

G= G(V, h)= {g e GLB(V); h(xg, yg)=n(g)h(x, y), x, ye V}, 

where n(g) e Q~ is a scalar depending only on g. 
Then, G is an algebraic group over Q. We denote by GA the adeliza

tion of G, and for any place v of Q, we denote by Gv the v-component of 
GA. When vis a finite prime q, we have 

where Bq=B® 0 Qq, Vq= V® 0 Qq and hq is the continuous prolongation 
of h to Vq. Let O be a maximal order of B. A left O-module in Vis 
called left O-lattice, when L is a Z-lattice in V (, where Vis regarded as a 
vector space over Q). Two left O-lattices L and M are said to be 
isomorphic, if L=Mg for some g e G. For each left O-lattice L and 
each prime p, put LP=L®zZP. For a fixed left O-lattice L, the genus 
.ff(L) which contains L is defined to be the following set of lattices: 

2(L) = {Mc V: M is a left O-lattice such that for every 
prime p, MP=LPgP for some gP e Gp}• 

The number #(2(L)/G) of isomorphism classes of left O-lattices in 
2(L) is known to be finite, and called the class number of .ff(L). The 
class number has the following interpretation in the adelic language. For 
any prime p, put 

Up(L)={g e GP: Lpg=Lp}, and ~(L)=G 00 fl Up(L). 
p 

Decompose GA into the double cosets as follows: 

(disjoint). 

Then, we have H = #(2(L)/G). A complete set of representatives of 
classes in 2(L) is given by Lu · · ·, Le, where 

Li=Lgi=n(Lpgi,pn V) 
p 

(i=I, · · ·, H) 

and g,,P is the p-component of g, e GA for each prime p. Put 

I't=Aut(Lt)={g e G; L 1g=Lt}· 

Then, we have I't=Gng; 1~(L)g 0 which is a finite group. 
Now, we shall explain the essential meaning of Problem 2. We 
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introduce some subgroup &' of &=&(L). Fix a prime p. It is well 
known that there exists a torsion-free normal subgroup u; of Up(L) of 
finite index. Put 

&'=Goo u; TI Uq(L) and LI=&/&'= Up/u;. 
q*p 

Decompose GA into double co sets as follows; 

H' 

GA= u &'g;G (disjoint). 
j~l 

Denote by 2' the set of H' double cosets in the above decomposition: 

2' ={&' g;G; j = 1, · · ·, H'}. 

Then, the finite group LI acts on 2' by 

a(&'g;G)=a(&'g;G)=&'ag;G, 

where a E LI and () is any representative of a in up. It is obvious that 
J(W'g;G)=&'g~G for some a e LI, if and only if both &'g1G and &'g~G are 
contained in the same double coset &giG for some i (1 ~i~H). In other 
words, each LI-orbit in 2' corresponds one-to-one to each class of 2(L). 
So, we can calculate H, if the character of the linear representation of LI 
attached to the permutation representation (LI, 2') is known. On the 
other hand, for each j (1 ~ j ~ H '), define a subgroup r; of LI by: 

It is trivial that, for each j (1 < j ~ H '), there exists the unique i (1 ~ i ~ H) 
such that W'g1Gc&giG. For that i, we get a group isomorphism I' 1~I'i. 
In fact, put g1=ugia (a e G, u e &). Then, 

I'1~(g;Gg;- 1 n W)/(g;Gg;- 1 n &') 

~(Gn g;'&gi)/(Gn g; 1u- 1&'ugi) 

~I'i/(G n g;-1u- 1~r'ug;). 

But, Gng; 1u- 1&'ugi={l}, because G is diagonally embedded in GA and 
u; is torsion-free. So, r;~ri. In other words, the stabilizer of any 
point in each LI-orbit gives each I'i, and the irreducible decomposition of 
(LI, 2') as permutation representation is given by ffi:!1 (LI, LI/I'i) through 
the above isomorphism, where (LI, LI/I'i) is the permutation representation 
of LI determined by the action of LI on LI/I'i. This is the essential 
difference between Problem 1 and Problem 2. 
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1.2. We shall explain a general method to solve Problem 2 and 
give a new mass formula. Let I' be a finite subgroup of G. We would 
like to know for example how many I'i (1 <i<H) contain I'. If I' is a 
cyclic group, the usual trace formula gives us a strong tool for this 
problem: fix a generator r of I' and denote by {r}0 the set of elements of 
G which are G-conjugate to r. Then, our previous trace formula (cf. [2], 
[3], [5]) expresses the following "mass" 

by some data on G-conjugacy classes. But, as I'i is not necessarily 
cyclic, we must introduce some new "mass" for non-cyclic I'. We shall 
explain this below. For any natural integer r and any group g, denote 
by g' the direct product of r copies of g. The multiplication between 
elements of g and g' is defined through the diagonal embedding of g 
into g': 

hg=(hg1, • • •, hg,), gh=(g1h, • • ·, g,h), 

(heg, g=(g1, · · ·,g,)eg'). 

Let fj be a subgroup of g. Two elements g, g' e g' are said to be 
fj-conjugate, if g' = hgh- 1 for some h e fj. Now, through the natural 
embedding G'cGLs(V)', we regard elements of G' also elements of 
GLs(V)'. For re G', denote by {r}a (resp. {r}aL) the set of all elements 
of G' which are G (resp. GLB(V))-conjugate tor. For each genus ff' of 
lattices in V, and each {r}0 (resp. {r}aL), where r E G', we define a new 
"mass" m(ff', {r}0 ) (resp. m(ff', {r}0 L)) as follows: 

where Hand I'i (I <i<H) are defined for each ff' as in 1.1. 
It is trivial that m(ff', {r}0 )=m(ff', {r}aL)=O, unless the group gener

ated by all r1, • • ·, r, is of finite order, where r=(r 10 • • ·, r,). More 
precisely, take a (finite) subgroup I' of G, and fix a set of generators 
r1, · · ·, r, of I'. Then, h;:1I'hicI'i for some i (I <i<H) and some 
hi E G (resp. hi E GLs(V)), if and only if m(ff', {r}0 )::;t:O (resp. m(ff', {r}0 L) 
=;t:O) for r=(r 1, •• ·, r,) e G'. Then above "masses" might be called 
"masses" of I', although they depend on the choice of generators of I'. 
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A formula for these masses will be given in Theorem 1. 1 later. Here we 
explain a general method how to solve Problem 2 by using these masses. 
Assume that L1= u;\up is explicitly known. As each I'i (1 <is.H) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of L1, we can give explicitly the candidates for 
the (abstract) group isomorphism classes which contain some I'i; 

It is more convenient to consider the following refinements (a), (b) 
of Problem 2. For any finite subgroup I' of G, 

(a) Count the number of i (1 <is.H) such that h; 1I'hi=I'i for 
some hie GLB(V). 

(b) Count the number of i (1 <i<H) such that h; 1I'ht=I'i for 
some hie G. 

We can solve (a) by the following process (1), (2). (We can solve (b) 
virtually in the same way.) 

(1) Classify GLiV)-conjugacy classes of all finite subgroups I' of 
G which are isomorphic to any subgroup of L1, satisfying m(.ft', {r}aL)*O 
for r=(r1, • • ·, rr), where r1, • • ·, rr are some generators of r. 

Denote by {~I'; cp e (!.)} a complete set of representatives of the 
conjugacy classes in (1). For each such class ~I'' fix once and for all, a 
representative I'l'cG and a set of generators fil'', · · ·, r~~~, of I',, and 
calculate m(.ft', {rq,}aL) for each r'I' =(rt', ... 'n~~,) e Gr(q,)_ Now, put 
l={l, 2, ·. ·, H}, and for each ~I'' define subsets l(~<p) and J(~'I') of las 
follows: 

I(~q,)={i e I; I't e ~'I'}, 

J(~,;)=U e I; rj-;2.r for some re ~I'}. 

We want to know #(l(~I')) for each ~'I'- It is obvious that {rl'}aL n rr<l'l 
*0, if and only if i e l(~I') U J(~q,). So we have 

{ #{{rq,}aL n r;<,'} m(.ft', rl'}aL)- I; 
jEJ(WI') #(I' j) 

= #(I(~ ))X #{{rq,}aL n r;<l'l}. 
'I' #(I''I') 

(2) (i) Define the order of (1.) as follows: cp<cp'(cp, cp' e (!.)), if and 
only if I'~I'' for some I' e ~"' and I'' e ~q,'• If cp is maximal with respect 
to this order among those such that m(.ft', {rl'}aL)*Oi then J(~q,)= 0, 
and we have 

.ll(J(~ ))-m(.ft' {r} )X #(I'I') 
it 'I' - ' I' GL #{{rl'}GL n r;(I')} 

(ii) Fix cp e (!.), and assume that #(l(~q,,)) are known for all cp' such 
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that <p'><p. As far as we have a good description for {r90}aL and I';f 90>, we 
can calculate #{{r 90}aL n r;! 90>}, and the left hand side of ( * ), which is 
equal to 

So, we get #(/(:9'1")) also in this case. 

1.3. We shall give a mass formula. First, the relation between 
m(f£', {r} 0) and m(f£', {r}aL) is given as follows: fix re Gr, and denote 
by {r,,; t e W} a complete set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes in 
{r}aL· The set W might be infinite, but it is trivial that 

and m(f£', {r,,}a)=O, except for finitely many t e W. We shall give a 
formula for m(f£', {r,,}a)-

Theorem 1.1. Notations and assumptions being as above, 

where the product is taken over all primes q and L 0 (A), M 0 (A), and 
cq(r, Uq, A) will be defined below. 

Definition of L 0 (A), M 0 (A), and cq(r, Uq, A). These are defined 
almost in the same way as in [3], or [5] p. 553, except for the small change 
caused by the fact that r $ G but re Gr. We write down their definition 
here for the sake of completeness. For any g=(g 1, • • ·, g,) e G', put 

Z(g)={z e Endn(V); zgi=gizfor all i=l, · · ·, r}, 

and Z0 (g)=Z(g)n G. 
Denote by Z 0 (g).A. the adelization of Z 0 (g), and by Z 0 (g)q the q-com

ponent of Z 0 (g)A. 
(1) L0 (A) runs over the 'G-genera' of Z-orders of Z(r): for any Z

order AcZ(r), 

L 0 (A)={A'; A' is a Z-order of Z(r) such that,for every prime q, 
A~=xqAqx; 1 for some Xq e Z 0 (r)q}• 

(2) M 0 (A) is the 'G-mass' of the Z-order A of Z(r) which is defin?d 
as follows: we decompose Z 0 (r)A into disjoint union of double cosets as 
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where AA =Za(g)~ n q AqCZa(g).4.. Put 

Ak=zkAz;; 1 = n (zk,qAqz;;,~ n Z(r)). 
q 

We define 

(3) For any prime q and any Z-order of Z(r), we define the number 
cq(r, Uq, A) by: 

where 

Mq(r, Uq, A)={Xq E Gq; x; 1rxq Eu~ and Z(r)qnxqRqx; 1=zqAqz;1 

for some zq e Z 0 (r)q}, 

and Rq={gq e EndB0(Vq); LqgqCLq}· 

Proof of Theorem 1. 1. The proof is obtained virtually in the same 
way as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [3]. We only need to change carefully 
the objects Z(g), Z 0 (g), and Mq(g, Uq, A) for g e G in [3] by the new 
objects Z(r), Z 0 (r), and Mq(r, Uq, A) for r e Gr. The details will be 
omitted here. q.e.d. 

§ 2. Review on quaternion hermitian lattices and some miscellaneous results 

From now on unitil the end of this paper, we denote by B the 
definite quaternion algebra over Q with_arbitrary fixed prime discriminant 
p (except for Theorem 7.2, where the discriminant is not necessarily 
prime), and by V the two dimensional left B-vector space. Some part of 
our results is valid also for left B-vector spaces of arbitrary dimension, 
but we shall not mention on such details. 

2.1. First, we review on maximal lattices in V, according to 
Shimura [16]. The positive definite quaternion hermitian metric on Vis 
unique up to base changes, and we can assume that V = B2 and 

As in the introduction, we denote by G the group of similitudes of 
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(B2, h). Fix a maximal order O of B. For each left 0-lattice L, the 
norm N(L) of L is defined to be the two sided 0-ideal spanned by all 
h(x, y) (x, ye L). A left 0-lattice is called maximal, when L is maximal 
among those left 0-lattices which have the same norm as L. For 
example, 0 2 is a maximal lattice with N(0 2)= 0. There exists a maximal 
left 0-lattice M'c V such that N(M')=~, where~ is the unique prime 
ideal of O dividing p. The set of maximal left 0-lattices in V is the 
disjoint union of £'(0 2) and £'(M'), where £'(0 2) (resp. £'(M')) is the 
genus of left 0-lattices in V which contains 0 2 (resp. M'). The genus 
£'( 0 2) (resp. £'(M')) is called the principal (resp. non-principal) genus in 
V. Our concern in this paper is £'(M'), and we describe it more explicitly 
here. For each prime q, sometimes we use the metric ht defined by: 

(x, y EB!), 

We denote by Gt the group of similitudes of (B;, ht): 

The above ht is obtained from hq by a base change of B!, In fact, for 

each prime q, there exists eq e GLz(Oq) such that e/~q= (? l)· We fix 

such eq for each q once and for all. It is trivial that ht(x, y)=h(xeq, yeq) 
and the mapping Gq :i g-'>-eqgft e Gt defines an isomorphism G/~.G;. 
We often identify Gq with Gt by this fixed isomorphism without men
tioning it. Now, by Shimura [16], there exists Me £'(M') such that 
Mq=M®zZq=O! for every prime q *P, and that 

where 1r is a prime element of OP. Definite W(M)=G= Ilq Uq(M) as in 
§ 1. I. This Uq(M) is explicitly given as follows: for each prime q * p, 
put 

and for p, put 

Then, Uq(M)= Uq and Up(M)=f;;1U;eP. Denote by Hthe class number 
of £'(M), and decompose GA as in§ 1: 
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H 

GA= u ~(M)giG (disjoint). 
i=l 

For each i (I "'.SJ ;;;;;,H), define Li and I'i as in § 1 for this genus 2'(M) 
and the above decomposit10n. 

2.2. In this subsection, we shall give a purely number-theoretical 
alternative proof of the following Lemma 2.1 which was first obtained by 
Katsura-Oort [12] by an algebro-geometrical method. 

Lemma 2.1 (Katsura-Oort, loc. cit.,). Assume that p>7. Then, each 
I'i/{±1} (l<i<H) is isomorphic (as an abstract group) to one of the 
following groups: 

Z/nZ (l::S:n::S:6), 

D2n (1 <n;;;;;,6), 

where D2n is the dihedral group of order 2n, Sn (resp. An) is then-th sym

metric (resp. alternative) group, and ±I=± (6 ?) E Mz(B). 

Proof For any element g of Mz(B), the algebra Q(g) is at most of 
rank 4 over Q. Hence, it is easy to list up all possible characteristic 
polynomials of elements of Mz(B) which are of finite order, as has been 
done in [5] p. 590. By this list, we can see that every element of every 
I'J{±l} is at most of order 6. Now, put 

We can embed each I'i (1:S:i:S:H) into (U:)1 by the mapping: 

where pr is the natural projection. We denote by r; the image of I'i 
in cu:y by this embedding. Define a subgroup VP of cu:)1 by: 

Then, VP is a normal subgroup of cu:y, and we get a group isomor
phism 
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In fact, it is well known that Ov/r:Ov~FP'' and we can show easily that 
the following map 

(U*) 1/V 3 ( a 
P P err 

induces the above isomorphism. Now, we want to embed I'i into 
SLz(FP,). We can show that the order m of any torsion element g of VP 
is some multiple of p. In fact, we have 

g=(b i)+r:X 

for some re Ov and Xe Mz(Ov), and 

(1 0) m-(1 0 1 =g = 0 mr) 1 mod rr. 

So, mr E rrO P' and if p .{ m, then r e p;Q P' So, g E 1 + r:Mz( 0 P). But, it is 
well known and easy to see that the multiplicative group 1 +p;Mz(OP) has 
no torsion element whose order is prime top. So, we get a contradiction. 
Next, assume that pz7. Then, by the above considerations, we can 
show that rin VP={l}. In other words, we get an injective group 
homomorphism I'i~(U;)1/VP~SLz(Fp,). The complete set of sub
groups of PSLz(FP,) is classically wellknown (cf. Huppert [9] p. 213). 
Besides, the orders of elements I' ii { ± 1} are at most 6, and not divisible 
by p. Such subgroups of PSLz(Fv,) are just those listed in Lemma 2.1. 

q.e.d. 

2.3. Now, we shall review the class number formula for !E(M) and 
give some miscellaneous results obtained by that formula. The GLz(B)
conjugacy classes {g}aL of semi-simple elements of G is parametrized by 
principal polynomials of g. (The principal polynomial of g E Mz(B) is 
defined to be the characteristic polynomial of the image of g by the 
regular representation M 2(B)~MiC).) More precisely, for a poly
nomial/(x) e Q[x] of degree 4, define a subset of G by: 

Cf={g e G; g is semi-simple and the principal polynomial of g is/(x)}. 

It is well known and easy to prove that 

Cf={g}GL 

for any g E Cf. So, we sometimes denote m(!E(M), {g}0L) by m(!E(M), 
f(x)), \\<here g e Cf. We have m(!E(M),f(x))=m(!E(M),f(-x)), because 
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any lattice in Vis stable under the action of { ± I}. Define polynomials 
pml(x) (l;;:;;m:S:6) as follows: 

f (!l(x)= (x-1)4, 

p2l(x)=(x2+ 1)2, 

j< 3l(x)=(x 2 +x+1)2, 

J<4l(x)=x4+ 1, 

j< 5l(x)=x 4+x 3 +x 2 +x+ 1, 

pei(x)=x4-x2+ 1. 

For each m (1 :Sm<6), define H(m) by: 

{
m(Sf(M),J<ml(x)), if pml(x)=f<ml(-x) (i.e., m=2, 4, 6), 

H(m)= 
2 X m(Sf'(M), pml(x)), if J<ml(x)=/= pml(-x) (i.e., m= I, 3, 5). 

We quote the class number formula for Sf(M) in [5]. 

Theorem 2.2 ([5] II). Assume that p>7. Then, m(Sf(M),f(x))=O 
except for the case that f(x)=f<ml(x), or f(x)=J<ml(-x) for some 
m= I, · · ·, 6, and 

H(l)-pt-1 
- 2880' 

H(2)= 916 (4+( ~1 ))(p-( ~1 )), 

H(3)= 712 (3+( ~3 ))(p-( ~3 )), 

H(4)~u 
H(5)~u 
H(6)~u 

where ( ; ) is the Legendre symbol. 

if P=3 or 5 mod 8, 

if P= 1 or 7 mod 8, 

if P=2 or 3 mod 5, 

if P= 1 or 4 mod 5, 

if P=5 mod 12, 

if P= I, 7, or 11 mod 12, 
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The class number Hof !E(M) is given by: 

6 

H= I; H(m). 
m=l 

Remark. In the notations in [5] II, H(l)=H 1, H(2)=H 6, H(3)=H 7, 

H(4)=H 11, H(5)=H 10, and H(6)=H 12• 

By the above Theorem 2.2, we see that the natural projection on 
I'i/{± l} of any element r of any I'i (1 <i<H) is of order m, if and only 
if the characteristic polynomial of r is equal to J<ml(x), or J<ml( -x). For 
each (abstract) finite group I'', and each m (1 <m<6), define a rational 
number M(I'', m) by: 

M(I'' m)= #{r' e I''; r' is of order m}. 
' #(I'') 

Then, for eachp:2:::7, we have 

H 

(2.3) H(m)= I: M(I'J{± l}, m)= I: #(l(I''))M(I'', m), 
i=l I'' 

where I'' runs over a complete set of representatives of all group isomor
phism classes of all (abstract) finite groups, and 

I(I'')={i e /; I'i/{± l}~I'' as abstract groups}, 

/ ={l, ... , H}. In§ 1, we defined the notation /(C§) for each GL2(B)
conjugacy class C§ of finite subgroups of G. In the case .IE(M), the use 
of the above (new) notation /(I'') is consistent with the old one in § 1 by 
the following reason: we can show that I' J { + 1} ~ I' 1/ { ± 1} for i, j 
(1 <i,j<H), if and only if h- 1rih=I' 1 for some he GLz(B). In fact, if 
TA± l} is cyclic, this is obvious by Theorem 2.2 and the Skolem-Noether 
Theorem. The proof in the case where I'J{± 1} is not cyclic is easily 
obtained by (3.2) in § 3, the proof of Corollary 4.2 in § 4, and by Lemma 
6.7 in§ 6, using the Skolem-Noether Theorem. By using Lemma 2.2 and 
some geometrical alternatives of Theorem 2.2 and (2.3), Katsura-Oort [12] 
derived some information on Problem 2 in the case of .IE(M) and solved 
it for p<31. For example, we get M(Z/4Z, 4)=½, M(Z/5Z, 5)=-g-, 
M(Z/6Z, 6)=¼. But, for each prime p>7, we have H(4)<¼, H(5)<f, 
and H(6)<¼- So, we see easily that l(Z/4Z)=l(Z/5Z)=l(Z/6Z)= 0. 
In the same way, by Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and (2.3), we get 

if p= 5 mod 12, (p=/=5) 

if P= 1, 7, or 11 mod 12. 
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(As for details, see [12) loc. cit.) 
If pis very small, Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and (2.3) give us enough 

information to solve Problem 2, as was executed in [12). But, as for 
general p, it is indispensable to give some new mass formula in order to 
solve Problem 2. For example, we have M(D 8, 4)=M(S 4, 4)=¼, and 
M(D 10, 5)=M(A 5, 5)=i-, and at least for big prime p, we can not tell 
which of D 8 or S4 (, or D 10 or A 5) appears as I't!{± l}, unless we have some 
new formula. The rest of this paper will be devoted to a calculation of 
the new mass formula. 

§ 3. Classification of conjugacy classes 

In order to calculate the mass m(2(M), {r}aL) explicitly for each 
re Gr (r: natural integer) by using Theorem 1.1, first we must classify 
the G-conjugacy classes in {r}aL={h- 1rh e G; he GLz(B)}. We shall give 
a general (but not explicit) parametrization in 3.1, imitating the method in 
Hijikata [8] (see also [51), and more explicit theory in the cases we need 
will be given in 3 .2. 

3.1. For any natural integer s and any element g=(g 1, ••• , g,) e 
Mz(B), put I g= (I g1, • • ·, t g,). Any element z e Mz(B) is called positive 
symmetric, z>O, if z=t z and tr (xz 1.x)>O for all x e Mz(B), x=;t:0, where 
tr is the reduced trace of Mz(B). Now, fix a natural number r and an 
element r=(r 1, • • ·, rr) e Gr. Denote by Z(r)cMz(B) the "commutor 
algebra" of r in Mz(B) as in § 1.2, and denote by Z(r)! the set of all 
positive symmetric elements in Z(r): 

Z(r)f ={z e Z(r); Z=tz>O}. 

We define an equivalence relation :::::: in Z(r)! by putting z::::::z', if and 
only if axz 1.x=z' for some x e Z(r)X and a e Q~. 

Lemma 3.1. The mapping g - Ir g-+g I g induces a bijection: 

where 71 means the equivalence by G-conjugation. 

Proof. For g e GLz(B), we have g- 1rg e Gr, if and only if 
(g- 1rg)(lgtf 1g- 1)=(l, .. . , 1) e Gr, taking the product in Gr. Namely, 
g- 1rg e Gr, if and only if g 1g e Z(r)f CZ(r). Next, if g117g1, g2 17g2 e Gr 
and g11rg1 =h- 1g; 1rg2h for some g1, g2 e GLz(B) and h e G, then g2hg11 e 
Z(r)X. In other words, we have g21g2 =cx(g/g 1) 1.x for some c e Q~ and 
x e Z(rY. So the mapping is well defined. It i'l well known that any 
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positive symmetric element of MlB) is of the form gt g for some g e 
GLlB). Hence we get the surjectivity. For any c e Q~, there exists 
h e G such that ht Ji= cI2• So the injectivity is clear. q.e.d. 

3.2. In this subsection, we treat some special cases we need. We 
assume here that p> 5. When r= 1, the mass formulae were given in the 
class number formula. So, we treat the case r>2, or those r=(r 1, • • ·, rr) 
e Gr such that the group spanned by ri, ... , rr is not cyclic. Now, we 

assume that there exists an injective group homomorphism D2n~ 

I'tf{± l} for some i (1 <i<H) and some n (2<n~6). For each fixed n 
(2<n<6), denote by q~, -r~ the generators of D2n such that q~2 =1, -r~n=l, 
and a~-r~=-r~-1q~. Fix a representative qn (resp. -rn) of q~ (resp. -r~) in I't, 
First, we examine the structure of the subalgebra Q(qn, -rn) of MlB) 
spanned by qn, '<n· As a~2= 1, we have q;= ± 1. 

If q; = 1, then, by Theorem 2.2, we have q n = ± 1, and hence q~ = 1, 
which is a contradiction. So, we have q;= -1. We get also qn-rn=-r;:;1qn, 
In fact, if qn1:n= -1:;:;1an, then (qn1:n)2= -(qn1:n)(1:;:;1qn)= -q;= 1, and 
hence q~1:~ = 1, which is a contradiction. By easy calculation, we can 
show that Q(1:n+1:;:;1) is the center of Q(qn, '<n). Besides, it is easy to see 
that Q(qn, -r n) is the totally definite quaternion algebra over Q(1: n +-r;:;1), 

and tx induces on Q(qm 1:n) the main involution over Q(-rn+-r;:;1). More 
precisely, we get 

(3.2) for each n=2, or 3, Q(qn, -rn) is the definite quaternion algebra 
over Q, and the discriminant is 2 (resp. 3) when n=2 (resp. 3). 

(3.3) for each n=4, 5, or 6, Q(qn, '<n) is the totally definite quater
nion algebra over Q(,[2), Q( ,fs), or Q( ./3), respectively, and the 
discriminant is 1. 

The proof consists of standard exercises of the classfield theory, and 
will be omitted here. Incidentally, by Eichler [2], it can be easily shown 
that the class number of each Q(an, '<n) (2<n<5) is equal to one. Now, 
for each n (2<n<6), put rn=(qn, -rn). When n=6, the mass m(.P(M), 
{ra}oL) was already known in§ 2. When n=4, or 5, we have some special 
method to calculate the masses m(.P(M), {r n}oL), as will be shown in 
the next section. So, we shall give here an explicit parametrization for 
{r n}I O only when n= 2, or 3. 

For each n=2, or 3, and for each pair (a, [3) of elements of MlB), 
or M/Bq) (q: prime), we consider the following conditions: 

(3.4) (i) a[3=[3- 1a, 
(ii) the principal polynomial of a isJ< 2>(x), 
(iii) the principal polynomial of [3 is pn>(x). 

For each n=2, or 3, define a subset Cn of G2 by: 
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en= {(a, m E G2 ; the pair (a, /3) satisfies (3.4)}, 

and for each prime q, define a subset en(q) of G! by: 

en(q)={(a, /3) E G!; the pair (a, {3) satisfies (3.4)}. 

We sometimes regard e/q) also as a subset of Gt by the fixed identifica
tion Gt~Gq. By the Skolem-Noether Theorem and (3.2), it is easy to 
show that en (resp. en (q)) forms a single GLlB) (resp. GLlBq))-conjugacy 
class for each n and q, if en=l=-0 (resp. en(q)=l=-0). Actually, we can 
show that en=l=-0 for each p~5. In fact, there exist integers)., µ e Z 
such that 

where (;) is the Legendre symbol. Fix such )., µ. There exist c, de B 

such that c 2 =-1/(l+J. 2) and d 2 =-3/(1+µ2). Define elements a, {32, 

/33 E G by: 

(0 -1) (1 ).) 1 (-l+d dµ ) 
a= l O ' /32 = c ). - 1 ' /3s = 2 d µ - I - d · 

Then, (a, /32) E e2 and (a, /33) E e3• Now, for each n=2 or 3, fix r= 
(a, {3) E en. As we have Q(a, {3)@Z(r)~M/B), we can show by (3.2) 
that Z(r) is the indefinite quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant 2p 
(resp. 3p), when n=2 (resp. 3). The algebra Z(r) is stable under the 
action x-+'x, but this does not induce the main involution p of Z(r). As 
'x induces a positive involution on Z(r), there exists a E Z(r)X such that 
'x=a- 1xPa for any x E Z(r) and a2 e QX, a2>0 (Shimura [15]). By the 
Skolem-Noether Theorem, there exists b E Z(r) such that ba= -ab and 
b2 E Qx. As Z (r) is indefinite, we get b2 > 0. It is obvious that 1, a, b, 
ab form a basis of Z(r). For an element z e Z(r), we have z= 't, if and 
only if z = x1 + x 2b + X 3ab for some x1, x2, x3 E Q. It is easy to see that 
z='z>O, if and only if n(z)>O and tr(z)>O, where n (resp. tr) is the 
reduced norm (resp. trace) of Z(r). Namely, we have 

Z(r)!={z E Z(r); n(z)>O, tr(z)>O, tr(za- 1)=0}. 

So, for each z E Z(r)! there eixsts the unique square-free positive integer 
m(z) such that Q(za- 1)~Q(-V -m(z)). 

Proposition 3.5. The mapping Z(r)! 3 z-+Q(-v' -m(z)) induces the 
following bijection: 
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Z(r)!/= = {the isomorphism classes of imaginary quadratic}· 
field which can be embedded into Z(r) 

Proof If z 1, z2 E Z(r)! and z 1 =z 2, then z 1a- 1 =cd(z 2a- 1)dP for some 
c e Q~ and de Z(r). So, we have Q(z1a- 1)~Q(z 2a- 1). So, the mapping 
factors through Z(r)!/ =. If K is an imaginary quadratic field contained 
in Z(r), and if K~Q(,./ -m) for some square-free integer m>O, then 
there exists the unique element ye K such that y2= -m and tr(ya)>O. 
If we put z=ya, then tz=ta'y=o- 1aPaa-1yPa=a-1(ay)a=ya=z, and 
tr(z)>O, n(z)=n(a)n(y)>O. So, z e Z(r)!, and m(z)=m. Hence, the 
surjectivity is proved. The injectivity is proved as follows: If Q(z 1a- 1) 

~Q(z 2a- 1) for z 1, z2 e Z(r)!, then there exists c e Q~ such that (z1a- 1)2= 
c2(z2a- 1)2. Hence, by the Skolem-Noether Theorem, there exists z0 e Z(r)X 
such that z01(z1a- 1)z0 =cz 2a- 1 • This means that z 1 =cn(z 0)- 1z0z/t 0• q.e.d. 

Now, we show that the above parametrization in Proposition 3.5 is 
"canonical", that is, it does not depend on the choice of initial re en. 
Fix r E en as before, and for each r'=g- 1rg E {r}aL (g E GLz(B)), define 
an imaginary quadratic subfield K(r') of Mz(B) by: 

K(r')=Q(lga- 1g). 

As K(r')=g- 1Q(g 'ga- 1)g, the "parameter" of r' in Proposition 3.5 is 
given by the isomorphism class which contains K(r'). We have Z(r')= 
g- 1Z(r)g:)K(r'), and the involution tg induces the complex conjugation 
on K(r'). As Z(r') is indefinite, by the Skolem-Noether Theorem, there 
exists ye Z(r') which satisfies the following condition: 

(3.6) yk='ky for any k e K(r'), and O<y 2 e Q. 

For any such y, we have Z(r')= K(r') + yK(r'). 

Proposition 3.7. Notations and assumptions being as above, K(r') is 
the unique quadratic subfield of Z(r') such that its non-trivial automorphism 
over Q is given by the action x---+' x. We have also 

Z0 (r')=Z(r')n G=K(r')X UyK(r')X, 

where y is any element of Z(r') which satisfies (3.6). 

Proof. First, we show that y=ty. We have y=g- 1y 0g for some 
Yoe Z(r), and by definition of a, ty0 =a- 1y{5a= -a- 1y 0a. As 'gag E K(r'), 
we have y= -(lga- 1g)y(g- 1atg- 1)=tgty 0 tg- 1 =iy. Hence, the action 
x---+' x induces the identity mapping on yK(r'). This proves the first 
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assertion. Now, it is clear that K(r'), yK(r')CZa(r'). On the contrary, 
if z e Za(r'), then ztz=cl 2 for some c e Q~. By easy calculation, we get 
tz=ega- 1g)zP'(g-1atg), where p' is the main involution of Z(r'). Hence, 
we get zk=cn(z)- 1kz for any k e K(r'), where n(z) is the reduced norm. 
Taking the norm of both sides, we see that cn(z)- 1= ± 1. Hence, 
z e K(r') u yK(r'). q.e.d. 

The local version of Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 is obtained in a similar 
way. 

Proposition 3.8. For each prime q and each r=(a, fi) e Cn(q) (n=2, 
or 3), there exists the unique commutative semi-simple subalgebra K(r)q of 
Z(r)q={z E Mz(Bq); za=az, zfi=fiz} of rank 2 over Qq such that t:x induces 
the non-trivial automorphism over Qq on it. We have 

Za(r)q=K(r): UyK(r):, 

where y is any element of Z(r)q such that yk= tk y for any k e K(r)q. Two 
elements r, r' e Cn(q) are Gq-conjugate, if and only if K(r) ~K(r'). 

The proof is virtually the same as that of Proposition 3.7, and will 
be omitted here. 

By Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, We get the following "Hasse principle". 

Proposition 3.9. For elements r, r' e Cn (for fixed n=2, or 3), r is 
G-conjugate tor', if and only ifr is GA-conjugate tor'. 

Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. Now, we prove the converse. 
If r=g- 1r'g for some g e GA, then by Proposition 3.8, K(r)®aQq~ 
K(r')®aQq for every prime q. So, K(r)~K(r'). q.e.d. 

Remark. As was explained in Hijikata [7], in many cases, the Hasse 
principle on G-conjugacy classes can be reduced to that on various 
forms, that is, in our cases, those forms defined by *-symmetric positive 
definite elements of Z(g), where * is the natural involution of Z(g) 
induced by that of B. For example, the proof of Proposition 3.9 was 
reduced to the Hasse principle on quaternion anti-hermitian forms of 
degree one in a "multiplicative" sense (i.e. (H-III) in Hijikata [6]). This 
method works also in general cases, unless *-symmetric elements of Z(g) 
is equivalent to quaternion anti-hermitian forms ( cf. [7]). As the Hasse 
principle on quaternion anti-hermitian forms is false for general degree 
(Hijikata [6], Bayer-Fluckiger [l]), we do not know at present whether the 
Hasse principle on G-conjugacy classes in Gr is valid or not for the 
remaining cases. 
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§ 4. Non-existence of D8 and D 10 

We assume that p>7. In this section, we shall prove that I(D 8)= 
J(D 10)= 0 for £'(M) by showing that, if I';/{± l}~D 8 (resp. D 10), then 
I'J{±l}~S 4 (resp. As), We denote by Ri the right order of Li: 

Ri={g E Mz(B); L;gCLi}· 

Proposition 4.1. Assume that I'i/{±l}~D 2nfor n=4, or 5. Then, 
Ri n Q(<Jn, Tn) is a maximal order of Q(<Jn, Tn), where <ln and Tn are defined 
for each n as in § 3.2. 

The proof of this proposition will be given later in this section. 
Here, we shall give Corollaries to this Proposition. 

Corollary 4.2. If I';/{± 1} contains a subgroup which is isomorphic to 
D8 (resp. D10), then I'J{± l}~S 4 (resp. As)-

Proof For each n=4, or 5, define <Jn, Tn as before, and put Qn= 
Ri n Q(an, T n)- Denote by Wn the group of units of Z[T n + T;;-1], and 
denote by En the subgroup of Qn defined by: 

Then, En/{± l}~Qn/Wn. In fact, if x E Q;;, then x tx=s E Wn, but as 
the norm of the fundamental unit of Q(Tn+T;;-1) is -1, there exists c0 E Wn 
such that c~=c. Hence (s0x) tfr 0x) = 1. By the usual mass formula 
(Eichler [1]), we have 

1 <_1_ 
#(Q5/W 5) - 60 · 

As I'i-:::>E4, or E5, we get I'J{± l}~S 4 , or As, by Lemma 3.1. q.e.d. 

Corollary 4.3. For £'(M) and each p';:;;_7, 

#(J(S4))= {~ 

#(J(As))= {~ 

Proof By Lemma 3.1, we get 

if P=-3, 5 mod 8, 

if P=l, 7 mod 8, 

if p=2, 3 mod 5, 

if P=l, 4mod 5. 

H( 4) = M(S 4, 4) #(J(S4)) -t-M(D 8, 4) #(J(D8)), 

H(5)=M(A 5, 5)#(1(A5))+M(D 10 , 5)#(J(D 10)). 
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As I(D 8)=l(D 10)= 0 by Corollary 4.2, we get Corollary 4.3. q.e.d. 

Proof of Proposition 4.1. For each n = 4, or 5, put Q n = Ri n Q(ano -r n) 
as before, and put on=-rn+-r;;-1• Then, Z(on)=Qfon, -rn). It is sufficient 
to show that Qn@zZq is maximal in Z(on)®aQq for every prime q. By 
easy calculation, we can show that the discriminant of the order Z[an, -rn] 
of Z(on) over Z[on] is equal to nZ[on] for each n=4, or 5. Hence, 
Qn@zZq is maximal for each prime q-=/=-2 (resp. -=/=-5), ifn=4(resp. 5). 
So, we must show that fJ4 @zZ 2 and fJ5 @zZ 5 are maximal. Denote by 
0~ the natural projection of giosg, 1 E MlOA) in MzCOs). Taking es E 

GLz(05) such that e, 1e,=(~ 6) asin §3.1,put(,=e 5o~g51• It is obvious 

that fJ5 @zZ 5 is maximal, if and only if z<,;;,),n Mz(05) is a maximal 
order of Z(( 5) 5• To show that Z(( 5) n Mz( 0 5) is maximal, it is sufficient 
to show that Z(u- 1(,u), n MlO,) = u-1Z(( 5),un Mz(O,) is maximal for 
some u e Ut. Now, fix an identification 0,=Mz(Z 5), and define an 
elements ( of Mz( 0,) by: 

(=(3 i). 
where h= (~ -D and h= ( = ~ -6) e MlZ,). We show that (,=u- 1(u 

for some u e Ut. As 2o,+ 1 e G, we have 2(,+1 e Gt. As 2(+1 e Gt, 
by [4] Theorem 1, we have x- 1(2(+ l)x=2(,+ 1 for some x e Gt, and 
hence x- 1(x=(,. Now, we show that x e Zo((),· Ut, where Zo(() 5= 
{z E Gt; z(=Cz}. For x, x' e G;, we shall write x-x', if x e Za(C)x'Ut. 
By the Iwasawa decomposition of Gt with respect to the compact group 

Ut(cf. [5] p. 579, where 1 is a misprint for 0), and by the fact that (g ~) 
E Zo(() for any c E Qf, we get x-(g-1 !) for some a E Bf, /3 E B5 such 

that tr(a/3)=0. Ifwe put F=Q,(h)cMz(Q,)=B,, then by [4] Lemma 10, 

we have a E px(6 ~m) GLz(Z,) for some me Z. As (g-1 
~) e Z0 (() 

and (g-1 
~) e Ut for any a e px and b e GLlZ,), we can also assume 

that a= (6 ~m). As X- 1(x E Mz(0 5), we get a-1li,a= ( = 1-m t) e M(Z5). 

Hence m=O, that is, x-(6 n for some /3 e B, such that tr(/3)=0. Now, 

put /3=(~ _:) E MlQ,). As (b -n(~ i)(b n=(~ hf3Jif3h) E 

Mz(O,), we have hf3-f3h=(a+b+c)l 2 e MlZ,). Put d=(a+b+c)/3, 
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and /3o=dG -D· As (6 f0) E u: and (6 /31/3°) E zae,), we get 

(6 n-(6 ~)-This means that ' is U;-conjugate to , 5• By easy 

calculation, we see that 

and 

where oF is the maximal order of F and y=(-~ 6) e Mz(Z 5). Thus, 

we proved that Q5 @zZ 5 is maximal. The proof of the maximality of 
Q4 @zZ 2 can be obtained in a similar way, and will be omitted here. 

q.e.d. 

§ 5. Calculation of local data 

In this section, we calculate the "local data" cq(r, Uq, A) which are 
the most important and complicated terms in the mass formula in Theo
rem 1.1. For each prime q and each n=2 or 3, define the subset Cn(q) 
of G! as in§ 3.2. For each r=(a, [,) e C,/q), put 

Z(r\={z e MlBq); za=az, z[,=[,z}, 

and Za(r)q=Z(r)q n Gq. For each order AcZ(r)q, we define cq(r, Uq, A) 
as in Theorem 1.1. For the sake of convenience for calculations, we 
often identify some elements of Cn(q)cG! with some elements of (G;)2 
through the fixed isomorphism Gq ~ G; defined by Gq 3 g-+~qg~;;1 e G; as 
in § 2.1. In such cases, in order to treat everything in Gf, we consider 
Gf-conjugacy classes instead of Gq-conjugacy classes, and modify also the 
definitions of the notations: For each re (G;)2, we define Z(r)q as 
before, and put Z 0 (r)q=Z(r)q n G;. For each order AcZ(r)q, we put 

cq(r, U;;, A)=#(Zo(r\ \M(r, u:, A)/U;), 

where 

M(r, Uf, A)={g e Gf; g- 1rg e (U;)2, and 

Z(r)q n gRqg- 1 =xAx- 1 for some x e Zo(r)q}, 

and Rq=MlOq), if q=J::p, and RP=(/JP '!C~~P), rr is a prime element 

of op. 
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It is easy to see that, for any re (G:)2, Z 0 (~;1r~q)q=~q1Za(r)q~q, and 
cq(~q1r~q, Uq, ~q1A~q)=cq(r, U;, A). 

In this section, we calculate cq(r, Uq, A) for each representative r of 
Gq-conjugacy class in Cn(q) and each order A of Z(r)q. We are interested 
only in those such that cq(r, Uq, A)*0 for some A, or equivalently, 
g- 1rg e U! for some g e Gq. We say that re Gr is q-integral, if g- 1rg e U~ 
for some g e Gq. Ifr=(a, {3) e Cn(q) is q-integral, then a and [3 are also 
q-integral. For orders A, A'cZ(r)q(r e Cn(q)), we write A-A', if A'= 
x- 1 Ax for some x e Z 0 (r). We assume that p ~ 5 throughout this section. 

5.1. First, we assume that q *2, n, p. In this case, we fix, once 
and for all, an isomorphism cp: Bq~Mz(Qq) such that cp(Oq)=Mz(Zq), 
and identify Bq {resp. Oq) with MlQq) (resp. Mz(Zq)). There exist w, 7]2, 

7Js E Oq SUCh that a/= -1, 7]:= -1, 7J:+7Js+ 1 =0, OJ7]2= -7J20J and OJ7]3= 
'ijaw, where - denotes the main involution of Bq. For each n=2 or 3, 

put fn=la, /3n) e Cn(q), where a=(~ ~) and /3n=(({ ~J Then, Z(rn)q 

=Mz(Qq)cMz(Bq). By Proposition 3.8, it is easy to see that a complete 
set of representatives of Gq-conjugacy classes in Cn(q) are given by x; 1r nXt 
(i= 1, · · ·, 4), where xt (l <i<4) are any fixed elements of GLz(Bq) such 

that x/xt=(_? -6), (6 -~), (6 -~), (6 -~q) for i=l, 2, 3, or 4, 

respectively, where e is a fixed element of Zq such that e $ (Zq)2. The 
Gq-conjugacy classes which contains x; 1r nX1 and x; 1r nX2 are q-integral, 
because, by [4] Lemma 11, we can take x1, x2 so that Xi, x2 e GLz(Oq) and 

x/.x1=(_? -6), x/x 2 =(6 -~),andx; 1rnxt e U!forthesext(i=l,2). 

We shall show that x; 1r nXs and Xi 1r nX4 are not q~integral. First, assume 

that ( ~l )=-1. FixgeG4(Bq)suchthatg\g=(6 -~), or (6 -~q)· 
If g- 1r ng is q-integral, then g- 1ag is also q-integral, and by [4] Proposition 
4 and p. 565 (i), there exists g1 e Gq such that g11g- 1agg1 = a. Namely, 
gg1 e Z(a)=Mz(F), where F=Qq(a). So, gtg=cztz for some c e Q; and 
z e G4(F). Hence, det (g tg) e c2NF1a«CFx), which is a contradiction, 

because F is unramified over Qq. Next, we assume that ( ~ 1 ) = 1. In 

this case, NF1aiZq[w])=Zq, because Qq(w)~QiBQq. Fix elements x, 

yeZq such that x2 +y 2=-q, or -eq. Putu=x+yw, andg 1=(6 ~)

We must show that o=g 11fng1 is not q-integral. Assume that g- 1og e U! 
for some fixed g e Gq. As g- 1ag e Uq, we get g e Z0 {a). Uq by [5] 
Proposition 15 (i). We can assume g e Z 0 (a). By [5] Proposition 3, we 
have 
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where F=Qq(w) and - is the non-trivial automorphism of F. So, we 

can write g= f( _i[ :),f, c, d E F. Put r/ =2r; 3 - l when n=3, and put 

r;'=r;, when n=2. Then, g- 1('1J0n } )g E Uq, if and only if 
U 'f}nU 

g-1(3' u-?r;'u)g E Uq. 

As r;' <p= rpr;' for any <p E F, we get u- 1r;'u= u- 1ur;' and g- 1( g' u-?r;'u)g E Uq, 

if and only if g- 1(6 u91u)g E Uq, where g=J( -~ !). Hence, if o is 

q-integral, we get (u det g)/(u det g) E Zq[w]x. By definition, det g= 

f2(n(c)+n(d)), and (detg)/detg=(J/f)2. Namely, (Jjf)2-q/u 2 E Zq[w]x. 
Hence, qeZq[w]x(Fx)2. As F=.Q/BQq and Zq[w]x=z:EBz:, this is a 
contradiction. This proves that iJ is not q-integral. 

Proposition 5.1. If q -=!=2, p, n, then there exist exactly two q-integral 
Gq-conjugacy classes in Cn(q) for each n and q. A complete set of repre
sentatives 01, 02 of these classes and K(oi)q, Za(oi)q (i= 1, 2) are given as 
follows: We.fix z E Zq[w] such that z:t= -s. 

(i) 01=((~ ~), (bn iJ)e(U;)2, K(o 1)q={(g 2);a,beQq}, 

and Z 0 (01\=K(o 1): UYiK(o 1):, 

where Yi=(? 6), 
(ii) 02=((~ ~), (6n z-~nz)) EU!, K(oz)q=Qq((-~ ~)), 

and Z 0 (02)q = K(o2): U Y2K(o2):, 

where Y2=(6 _?). 
Proof Taking r n as before, two q-integral Gq-conjugacy classes are 

represented by x; 1r nX1, (i = 1, 2), where x1, x2 are any elements of GL/Oq) 

such that x/.x1 =(_? -i), x/.x2=(6 -~} Put x2 =(6 ~). Then, 

02=x:; 1r nX2. Next, take a E o: =MlZq)X so that a2= -1, and put X= 

(g ~)-If we put x 1 =X~q {where ~q E GLz(Oq), ~/~q=(? 6)), then 
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x/.x1=(_? -i), and we get ~q(xi-1rnx1)~;1=x- 1rnxE (U;)2. As XE U;, 

identifying x11rnx 1 with x- 1rnx=o 1 by the isomorphism Uq ~ U;, 01 

represents the class which contains x11r nx1• The rest is easy by noting that 

Proposition 5.2. Assume that q i=-2, p, n, and take 01, o2 as in Pro
position 5.1. 

(i) cq(o1, u;, A)={~ if A-Mz(Zq), 

otherwise, 

. {1 if A-(6 0)- 1 (1 ~), (ii) cq(o2, Uq, A)= O 
z Mz(Zq) 0 

otherwise. 

Proof. First, we prove (i). Denote the component of o1 by a, f3: o1 

=(a, {3) e (G;)2. If g- 101g e (U;) 2 for some g e G;, then g- 1ag e U;. By 
[4] Proposition 15 (i), (ii), we get g e Z 0 (a)q U;. Now, we write g1 - g2 

for g1, g2 E G;, if g2 E Z 0 (01)qgiU;. If we put F = Qq(w ), then 

Z 0 (a)q=Fx(Qq Qqwy. 
Qqw Qq 

(See [5] p. 579.) First, we treat the case where Fis a field. In this case, 

px={qn; n e Z}-Zq[w]X, hence we haveg-(~ bd) for some a, b, c, de 

Qq such that ab+bdi=-0. We can also assume that adi=-0. As (g ~) e 

Z 0 (01)q, we get g-()w \w) (b', c' e Qq and b'c' + I i=-0). Now, 

( 1 b'w)- 1/3( 1 b'w)- I ( 7Jn+b'c''ijn b'w('ijn-7]n)) EU* 
c'w I c'w I - I+b'c' c'w('ijn-7Jn) b'c''ijn+7Jn q• 

As qi=-2, n, we get Bq=Zq+Zqw+Zq7Jn+ZqW7J•· Hence, b', c', I-b'c' 
e (1 +b'c')Zq. Put m=ordq(l +b'c') (the q-adic order). If m>O, then 

b', c' e qmzq and I +b' c' e z;, which is a contradiction. Now, assume 
that m<O. Then, m=ordq(b'c'). Put s=ordq(b') and t=ordq(c'). 
Then, s+t=m. If s>O, then ordq(c')=t=m-s<m, and hence c' e 
qmzq, which is a contradiction. So, s<O, and by the same way, we get 
t<O. Hence 
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( q-s O )( 1 h'm) 
g - 0 q - t c' m I e U:. 

If m=O, then (ct b~o) e u:. Thus, we get g-1 in any case. Next, 

we treat the case where Fs;.Q/BQq. If g- 101g e (Ut)2, then g-g 1= 

x(c! 0 bf), for some b, c e Qq, x e px, as before. Put j3'=2j3-I when 

n=3, and /3'=/3, when n=2. As we have assumed q=/=2, n, g- 1131g e u:, 
if and only if g- 113g e u:. We get g11/3'g1 =g 11g1/3' e u:, hence g1- 1g1 e 

U * ·h - -( 1 -bm) W t q , w ere g1 = x _ em 1 . e ge 

-1- x (I-be gl g1=---~ 
x(I+be) -2em 

-2bm) 
I-be 

e GLlZq[m]). 

We fix an isomorphism of Zq[m] onto ZqEBZq such that mis mapped to 
(1, -1). As NF;Q.(x/x)=l, we can assume that x/x=(q•, q-•) e QqEBQq 
for some e E z. Put m=ordq(l +be). Then, I-be, b, e E qm+ 1 • 1zq. 

If m>O, then 2=(1 +be)+(l-be) e qmzq, which is a contradiction, 
because q =/=2. So, m<O. Put t=ordq(b) and s=ordq(e). If m<O, 
then t +s=m and 1-be e qmzq. Hence e=O, and we can show g-1 
virtually in the same way as in the case where Fis a field. If m=O, then 
b, e e q 1 • 1Zq and 1-be e q 1 ' 1Z. Hence e=O, so g-1. Thus, we have 
proved (i). The proof of (ii) is obtained virtually in the same way as in 
the proof of (i), and we shall omit it here. q.e.d. 

5.2. Next, we treat the case q=p. Ifr=(a, /3) e Cn(p) is p-integral, 
then by [5] (III) Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, we can assume (up to G!
conjugation) that 

(5.3) (i) in the case (-;I)= -1, 

re (Gt)2, a=(i ~) E Gt, 

where mis a fixed element of o; such that m2 = -1, 

(ii) in the case ( Pl ) = 1, 

r E (G:)2, 

where m' E Zp, m'2 = -1. 
First, we treat the case n = 2. 

(m' 
a= 0 0 ,) E Gt, 

-(J) 
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Proposition 5.4. There are exactly two p-integral G;-conjugacy clas
ses in Clp). The representatives 01, 02 of such classes and K(oi)p, Zo(ot)p 
(i = 1, 2) are given as follows: 

( i) When ( ~ 1 ) = - 1, 

01=((0 ~),(~ -r1))e(U;)2, 

K(o1)p= QP( ( -~w o) ), 
Z0 (01\=K(o1)i UyK(o1);, and 

02=((o ~),(~u 1C~1u))e(U;)2, 

K(o 2)p=Qp( (:w o) ), 
ZoC02)p=K(o2)£ UyK(o2)£, 

where 1e is a fixed element of O q such that 1e2 = -p, 1ew = -w1e, u is a fixed 

element ofZp[w] such that Ufl= -I, and Y=(o -~)-

(ii) When ( ~ 1 ) = 1, 

01=((t -~'),(~ -r1))e(U;) 2 

K(o 1)p= Qp( (~ ~) ), 

Zo(o1)p=K(o1)i UY'K(o1);, and 

02=((t -~')' (~u 1C~U)) E (U;)2, 

K(o2)p = Qp( (1e; ~u) ), 

Za(o2)p=K(o2)i Uy'K(o2);, 

where 1C is as in (i), u is an element of o: such that u1e=1efl and n(u)= -1, 

andy'=(~ -~)-

Proof First, we assume that ( ~ 1 ) = -1. Take o1 as in (i). By 

easy calculation, we get 
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The main involution p of Z(o 1) is given by: 

(:5 tr =(_:5 -:). 

Put c=(Jw -~). As we are dealing with elements of Gt, we put z*= 

(? b)tz(? 6) for zeMz(BP). Then, z*=c- 1zPc for any zeZ(o 1)p, 

and z*=z, if and only if z=(:b !) for some ae Qp(w), be QP. A quad

ratic semisimple algebra Kover QP can be embedded into Z(o 1), if and 
only if K =Qp(./=T), Qp(,Jp), or Qp(.j- p ). Hence, by Proposition 
3.5, representatives of Gt-conjugacy classes in Cz(p) is given by x; 101xi 
(i = I, 2, 3), where 

( u 0) ( O b')-1 
X2Xf = 0 fl = p5' 0 c, 

andx 3xt=(~ -~)c=(~ b), where b' is a fixed element of Zp[w] such 

that b'5'= -1 and u=5 1- 1w. lfwe put x2 =(~ ?), then 

Hence, 01 or o2=x 21o1x2 is p-integral, and corresponds with Qp(.jp), or 
Qp(.j - p ), respectively. Now, we show that x81o1x3 is not p-integral. If 
this is p-integral, then, by [5] (iii) Proposition 2.5 (i), we have 

-1 -l((JJ 0) ((JJ 0) 
g Xa O (JJ Xsg= 0 (JJ 

for some g e Gf Hence, x 3g e Mz(F), where F=Qp(w). This means that 
dx3xt=ff* for somefe GLz(F) and de Q;. Hence, -dp=(detf)(detf*) 
=(detf) (det 1) e NF!a,,(F). As Fis unramified over Qp, this is a con
tradiction. This proves (i). 

Next, we prove the case (ii). Taking o1 as in (ii), we get 

z((t -~')t={(~ 2);a,beBp}, and 

Z(o 1)p={(g na~-1);aenp}· 
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A complete set of representatives of Gt-conjugacy classes in Cz(p) is given 
by xi 101xi (i= 1, 2, 3), where 

* (U 0) d * (U7C 0) X2X2 = 0 u ' an X3X3 = 0 U7C ' 

taking u as in (ii). For i = 1, 2, xi 1o1xi is GP-conjugate .to oi. Now, we 
show that x31o1x3 is not p-integral. By [4] (III) Proposition 2.6 (i), if 

-I -ti, U* ~ G* th -I -l((J)' 0 ) . U* g x3 u1X 3g e P 1or some g e P, en g x3 0 -(J)' x3g 1s P-con-

jugate to (~' -~} Namely, we can assume x3g e z( (t -~') ), and 

hence x3g = ( ~ i) for some a, b e B;. In other words, 

So, we get a- 1b e o;. On the other hand, we get dx3xt=d(u; u~ )= 
(at la) for some de Q;. That is, ordn(ab) is odd, which is a contradic

tion. q.e.d. 

Proposition 5.5. Let notations and assumptions be as in Proposition 
5.4. 

(i) .if( ~l )= -1, thenfor each i= 1, 2, 

if A-A(i), 

otherwise, 

where A(i) is the unique maximal order of Z(oi)p. 

(ii) .if ( ~ 1 ), then for each i = l, 2, 

if A-A(i), 

otherwise, 

where A(i) is the unique maximal order of Z(oi)p. 

Proof We assume ( ~ 1 ) = -1, and give the proof for o1• If 

g- 101g e (Ut)2 for some g e Gt, then by [5] III Proposition 2.5 (i), g e 
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(GLlF)n G;)· U;, where F=Qp(w). By a similar argument as in the 

proof of Proposition 5.4, we can assume g = ( c~ b:/) for some b, c, de 

A ( I cw/p) ( ( I cw/p) (1 xw) Qv- s -cw 1 EK 01)p, we get g- -cw 1 g- 0 Y for 

some x, ye QP. Now, 

Hence, y- 1 E Zp, xy- 1 E Zp, and xzy 1p-y E ZP. Then, -(xy 1)2p+l E 

y 1Zp. So, y- 1 $ pZP. This means that y E z; and x E ZP. Hence, 
g - I. This proves the assertion. The proof for Oz is virtually the same, 

and will be omitted here. Next, assume that ( ~ 1 ) = 1. If g- 1;J1g E U; 

for some g E G;, then g-(~ Ja) (d E Q;, a EB;), by [5] III Proposition 

2.5 (i). As 

we get d E z;. Besides, BP= {n-r; re Z} X o;. Hence, g-1. The proof 
for Oz is virtually the same, and will be omitted here. q.e.d. 

Next, we treat the case n = 3 and q = p. In this case, the represent
atives of p-integral G;-conjugacy classes have not so simple form. Here, 
it is more convenient to proceed as follows. Take a E G; as in (5.3) in 
each case. We shall find all /3 E G; such that (a, /3) E Cs(p) for this a, and 
investigate whether (a, /3) is p-integral, or not. For this purpose, it is 
more convenient to replace each element (a, /3) E Cs(p) by (a, 2[3-1). 
Namely, for each q, put 

q(q)={(a, /3') E (Gt)2; af3'= -f3'a, ([3')2= -3}. 

Then, C~(q) corresponds bijectively to Cs(q) by the mapping (a, /3) E Ca(q) 
to (a, 2[3- 1) E C~(q ). Besides, if q -=I= 2, 3, (a, /3) is q-integral, if and only 
if (a, 2[3-1) is q-integral. 

Proposition 5.6. There are exactly two p-integral G;-conjugacy clas
ses in c;(p), and the representatives 01, Oz of such classes and K(oi)p, Zo(oi)p 
(i = l, 2) are given as follows: 

(i) When ( ~l )=-l,for each i=l, 2, 
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oi=((~ ~),(s~re -r1)bi)e(U;)2, 

K(oi)p= Qp( ( -~siw i)), 
Z 0 (oi)p=K(oi)£ UyK(ot)£, 

where s1 = 1, c2 = -1, b1, b2 are fixed elements of Zp[,.o] ~such N(b1)=3, 
N(b2)= -3, re is a prime element of OP such that re2 = -p, rew= -wre, and 

y=(~ -~} 

(ii) When ( ~ 1 ) = I.for each i= 1, 2, 

oi=((t ~w,),(-~ret ~;1))e(U;)2, 

K(oi)p=Qp((;i ~)), 

where re1, re2 and y' are defined as follows: Fix an element s e Z£\(Z£)2, 
and c e O; such that c2 =s. We denote by rei, re2 any fixed elements of OP 

such that retc= -crei (i= 1, 2) and ref= p, re~= ps. We put y'=(~ -~} 

Proof First, assume that ( ~ 1 ) = -1. Put a= ( ~ ~). If (a, ~') 

e q(p ), then by easy calculation, we can show that f = reb(µf µ~) for 

some i., µ e QP and be Qp(w) such that N(b)(µ2+i.)=3/p. Ifwe put r= 
(a, f), then 

where m=µ2+i.. As we have assumed p>5, and Qp(w) is unramified 
over Qv, we get mp e NFIQ/Qp(w)), and hence m ep(QP)2U(-p)(Qv)2. 
Putting µ=0 and i.= ±p, we get the required results. The proof for the 

case ( ~ 1 ) = 1 is similarly obtained, and the details will be omitted here. 

q.e.d. 

Proposition 5.7. Let notations and assumptions be as in Proposition 
5.6. 
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( i) lf ( ~ 1 ) = -1, then for each i = l, 2 

if A-A(i), 

otherwise, 

where A(i)= { (si~li t); a, b E Zp[wl} for each i= 1, 2. 

(ii) lf ( ~l ) = 1, then,for each i= 1, 2. 

if A-A(i), 

otherwise 

where A(i)=ZP+Zp1ril 2 +ZPy+ZPy;ril 2, for each i= 1, 2. 

Proof The proof is more or less similar as the proof of Proposition 
5.5, and will be omitted here. q.e.d. 

5.3. Now, we treat the case q =n=3. 

Proposition 5.8. There exist exactly two 3-integral a:-conjugc.cy clas
ses in Ca(3). The representatives 01, o2 of such classes, and K(oi)s, Z 0 (oi)p 
(i = 1, 2) are given as follows: 

Zo(o1)3 =K(o 1); UyK(o1Y, and 

02=( (~ ~), ! Gs ~)) E (U:)2, 

K(o2)s= Qs( (-~w ~) ), 

where 

w=(-~ 6), s=(b -~) E MiQs)=Bs, Y=(~ -~) E Mz(Ba), 

and bis a fixed element of Qs(w) such that N(b)= -1. 
The local data are given as follows: for each i = 1, 2, 
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if A-A(i), 

otherwise, 
where 

A(1)={( 3; ;); x, y E Z 3[w]}, and 

A(2)={(-~ ;); x, y E Z3[w]}. 

Proof The proof is more or less similar to the proof of Proposition 
5.5, and will be omitted here. q.e.d. 

5.4. Finally, we treat the case q=2 (and n=2 or 3). This is the 
most elaborate case, but here we shall omit the proofs, because it seems 
too lengthy to write them down. First, we treat Ca(2). There exist 
elements w, 11 E 0 2 such that 112 +11+ 1 =0, w2 = -1, and W1J=11-1w. We 
fix such pair 11, w once and for all, and put 11' = 211 + I. 

Proposition 5.9. There exists exactly four 2-integral G";-conjugacy 
classes in Cs(2). The representatives 01, o2, o3, o4 of such classes and 
K(oi)2, Za(oi)2 (i= 1, · · ·, 4) are given as follows: 

oi= ( wbi(~i b), (6 ~)) e (U:)2 (i= I, · · ·, 4), 

K(oi)2=Q2( (-~i11, t) ), 
Za(oi)2=K(oi)iUyK(oi)i (i=l, · · ·,4), 

where A1 = 1, A2= -1, A3 = ; , A4 = --; 1 , each bi (I< i <4) is a fixed ele-

ment of Z 2[1)]lsuch that N(bi)= A, and Y= (g' -~} 
The local data are given as follows: 

cz(o1, U;,A)={~ 
if A-A(l), 

otherwise, 

cc(J,, U}, A)-{~ 
if A-A(2), 

if A-A'(2), 

otherwise, 

c,(J,, Ut, A)-{~ 
if A-A(3), 

if A-A'(3), 

otherwise, 
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if A-A(4), 

otherwise, 

where 

A(i)= { (.{y ~:); x, y E Zz(J;]} (i = I, · · ·, 4), 

and 

Next, we consider Cz(2). In this case, Z(r) 2 is the division quaternion 
algebra over Q2 for any Cz(2). So, by Proposition 3.6, Cz(2) consists of 
seven G2-conjugacy classes. Fix an isomorphism 0 2 with Mz(Z2), and 

identify 0 2 with Mz(Z 2). Put w = ( _ ~ 6 ), e = (6 _ ~) E 02. 

Proposition 5.10. Any G2-conjugacy classes in Cz(2) are 2-integral. 
The representatives 01, • • ·, 01 of conjugacy classes in Cz(2), and K(oi) 2 , 

Za(oi) 2 (i= I, · · ·, 7) are given as follows(, identifying G2 with G; for some 
of them): 

(i= 1, 2, 3), 

and 

oJ=((~ ~),(t 6))E(U;)2 (j=4,5), 

K(o,)2=Q2( (-tw ~) ), 
0 )K(oY U=4, 5), 

-(I) J 

where 14=-l, .A.5=-5, and 
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Ok=((~ n;s), (:~:i: n-1(1rliki}.:-15;1)s)) E (U;)2, (k=6, 7), 

K(ok)z= {(x+ YAkn-1cos, yw(2- 1J.k- l)); x, Ye Qz}, 
YAkw, x+yJ.kw1r-1s 

Za(ok)2=K(okY U (~ -~)K(okY (k=6, 7), 

where A6 = -2, A1 = - IO, n= 1 +w, and b6, b1 are fixed elements of Q2[w] 
1 1 such that N(b 6)=-, N(b 1)=-. 
2 10 

Proposition 5.11. Notations being as in Proposition 5.10, local data 
for oi (i = 1, · · ·, 7) are given as follows: 

For each i= 1, 2, or 3, 

{
1 · · · if A-A(i), 

cz(o;, U2, A)= O 
· · · otherwise. 

where A(i)=Mz(O 2)n(K(oi)+yiK(o;)) (i=l, 2, 3). 
For each i = 4, 5, 

· · · if A-A(i), 

. · . otherwise, 

where A(i)={(-~J ~); a, be Z 2[wl} (i=4, 5). 

For each i=6, 7, 

{
1 · · · if A-A(i), 

cz(oi, Ut, A)= 0 · · . otherwise, 

where A(i)=(K(oi) 2+(~ -~)K(o;) 2)nMz(0 2) (i=6, 7)). 

For each i = l, · · ·, 7, put oi = (a;, fii) e Cl2), where 0; are as in 
Proposition 10. Then, Qz(a;, fii) is the division quaternion algebra over 
Q2• In the next section, we shall use the following Lemma. 

Lemma 5.12. The order Qz(a;, fii) n Mz( 0 2) is the (unique) maximal 
order of Qz(a;, ft;)for each i= 1, 2, 6, or 7, and not maxima/for each i=3, 
4, 5. 

Proof. The unique maximal order of Qz(a;, fi;) is explicitly given by 

Z +za +z r:i --l-Z l+a;+fi;+a;fi; 
2 2 i Wi , 2 2 • 
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By direct calculation, we can show that (l+at+fii+atfit)/2 e Mz(O2), if 
and only if i= I, 2, 6, or 7. q.e.d. 

§ 6. Explicit mass formulae 

In this section, we give the explicit mass formulae for m(!l'(M), {r}aL) 
for any re C2 or C3, gathering local data in § 5 together. Any element 
g e G', or the G-conjugacy class which contains g is called locally integral, 
if g is q-integral for every prime q. 

Proposition 6.1. For any g e C2, g is locally integral, if and only if 
K(g)=Q(../- p) and p$7 mod 8, or K(g)=Q(../-2p). For any g e Ca, 
g is locally integral, if and only if' K(g)=Q(../-3p). 

Proof If g e C2 is locally integral, then by Proposition 5.4, 
K(g)®aQP is ramified over Qp, and by Proposition 5.1, K(g)®aQq is not 
ramified over Qq for any q=/=2. As K(g) is imaginary quadratic, and 
K(g)2 i QzEBQ2, we get the assertion for C2• The assertion for g E Ca is 
obtained similarly by Propositions 5.1, 5.6, and 5.8. q.e.d. 

Now, we shall calculate Ma(A) for each locally integral g e C2, or Ca, 
and AcZ(g)=K(g)+yK(g), where ye G is taken as in Proposition 3.7 
for each g. We have 

For any order A, we get Ax n G={± 1}. In fact, as g is locally integral, 
K(g)=Q(../- p ), Q(../-2p), or Q(../-3p). Denote by oK the maximal 
order of K(g). Then, as we assumedp:2:5, O_i={±l}=K(g)XnAx. On 
the other hand, any element A e yK(g)X satisfies 0<y~ e Qx, because 
Z(g) is indefinite and K(g) is imaginary. As Z(g) is division, y~=/=1 and 
YiYf =I= -1, where pis the main involution of Z(g). If A is integral, then 
(YiY0- 1 $ Z, so Yi'"1 is not integral. Hence we get Ax nyK(g)X=0. By 
definition of M 0 (A), we get 

where 

1 Ma(A)=-h(A), 
2 

Now, we calculate h(A) for each locally integral g e C2, or C8, and each 
AcZ(g) such that cq(g, Uq, A)=t=0 for all primes q. We denote by 
h(-m) the class number of the imaginary quadratic field Q(../-m). 
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Proposition 6.2. Assume that g e C2 and K(g)~Q(,,/- p ), p-;/= 
7 mod 8. Then, the G-genus which contains A such that cq(g, Uq, A)-=!=O 
for all primes q is unique, and for that A, we get 

\

h(-p) 

h(A)= 2 
3h(-p) 

if p=l, or 5 mod 8, 

if P=-3 mod 8. 

Proof. The first assertion is obvious by Propositions 5.2, 5.5, and 
5.11. To show the rest, first, assume thatp=l, or 5 mod 8. 

Then, by Propositions 5.2, 5.5, 5.11, there exists yq e yK(g); n Ai 
for each prime q. Besides, it is easy to see that 

for any prime q, where Ox is the maximal order of K(g). Hence, it is 
easy to see that the representatives of Z 0 (g)\Z 0 (g)A/(A1 n GA) can be 
taken in K(g)1. Two elements a, be K(g)1 belong to the same double 
coset, if and only if kau=b for some k e K(g)X, u e A1 n K(g)x, or 
kya(u~)=b for some k e K(g)X and (u~) e A1 n GA such that Uq=yquq e 
yq(A: n K(g);) for all primes q. It is easy to see that kya(u',,)=ka(yu~)= 
ka(yyq)(u.), where - denotes the non-trivial automorphism of K(g)1 which 
is induced from the complex conjugation of K(g). Deote by I:) the 
fractional ideal of K(g) defined by: 

Denote by C(K(g)) the ideal class group of K(g). For any classes c1, 

c2 e C(K(g)), write c1 - c2, if c1 =c 2c(l:)), where c(l:)) is the ideal class which 
contains I:). It is obvious that h(A)=#(C(K(g))/-). Now, we shall 

show that, if c1 - c2, then c1 -=1= c2• Take a prime p' such that ( ~1: ) = 1 

and p' _ 3 mod 4. Then, it is easy to see that the Hilbert symbol ( -p, p'). 
=-1 for v=2 andp, and (-p,p').=l for all the other places v of Q. 
As the discriminant of Z(g) is 2p, we can assumey 2 =p' and Yq=Y for 
any prime q-=/= p'. So, c(l:)) is the class which contains the prime ideal JJ' 
such that JJ'.j:j'=(p'). Force C(K(g)), assume that c-c. Take an ideal 
a e c. Then, a(k)=iW for some k e K(g)x. Taking the norm of both 
sides, we get N(k)=NClJ')= p'. This contradicts to the fact that 

( ~) = -1. Thus, we get h(A)=h(-p)/2. Next, assume thatp=.3 mod 8. 

In thfa case, by Proposition 5.11, we can show that A2 nyK(g 2)=0. 
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Besides, we can assume that l=2. So, ye A; nyK(g)q=y(oK®zZqY 
for any prime q -=/=2. Hence, it is obvious that the representatives of 
Zo(g)\Zo(g)A/(Al n GA) can be taken in K(g)l, As A2 nyK(g)2= 0, 
we can see that for any a, be K(g)l, be Z 0 (g)a(A1 n GA), if and only if 
be K(g)a(Al n K(g)l). By Propositions 5.2, 5.5, 5.11, we get A; n K(g); 
=(oK®zZqY for any prime q-=/=2, and 

Hence, h = 3h( - p ). q.e.d. 

Proposition 6.3. Assume that g e C2 and K(g)~Q(,./-2p). Then, 
the G-genus which contains A such that cq(g, Uq, A)=t=O for all primes q is 
unique, and for that A, we get 

h(A)= h(-2p). 
2 

Proof. Take a prime p' such that p' = 5 mod 8 and ( t ) = -1. 

We can assume that y2 = p', where y is as before. As 

A; n K(g); = (o K®ZZqY and A; n yK(g)q = yq(o K®zZqY 

for some yq e A; for every prime q, the proof is obtained virtually in the 
same way as in the case K(g) ~ Q( ,./ - p ) and p = I mod 4. The details 
will be omitted here. q.e.d. 

Proposition 6.4. Assume that g e C3 and K(g)~Q(,./ -3p). If p = 
3 mod 4, the G-genus which contains A such that cq(g, Uq, A)=t=O for all 
primes q is unique, and for that A, we get 

h(A)= h(-3p). 
2 

If P= I mod 4, there are exactly two G-genera L 0 (A), L 0 (A') such that 
cq(g, Uq, A)=t=O and cq(g, Uq, A')=O for all primes q. We can assume 
A2 -A(i) and A~-A'(i), where i=2 (resp. 3), if p=5 (resp. 1) mod 8 an.i 
A(i) and A'(i) are as in Proposition 5.9. For these orders, we get 

h A - 2 { 

h(-3p) 

( )- 3h( ;3p) 

if P=5 mod 8, 

if P=l mod 8, 
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h(-3p) 
2 

... ![ p=l mod 4. 

Proof Take a prime p' such that p' = 5 mod 12 and ( ~ ) = -1. 

We can assume y2 = p'. If p$1 mod 8, or q=fa2, we get 

and 

A; nyK(g);=(A~Y nyK(g); =yq(ox®zZqY 

for some yq E Aq. When P= 1 mod 8, we get (A~Y n K(g)f' =(ox®zZ 2Y, 

(A~ynyK(g){=y(ox®zZ 2)X, and A{nK(g) 2 ~Zz[,/- 3]x. 

So, the proof is obtained virtually in the same way as in the proof of 
Proposition 6.2. q.e.d. 

and 

Theorem 6.5. Assume that p;;;;: 5. Then, 

3h(-p) + h(-2p) 
4 4 

if P=l, or 5 mod 8, 

3h(-p) + h(-2p) 
2 4 

if P=3 mod 8, 

h(-2p) 
4 

h(-3p) 

h(-3p) 
m(St'(M), C3)= 4 

h(-3p) 
2 

if P=7 mod 8, 

if P=l mod 8, 

if P=3, or 7 mod 8, 

if P=5 mod 8. 

Proof This is easily obtained by Theorem 1.1 and Propositions in 
§ 5 and Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4. q.e.d. 

Finally, we shall give some refinement of Proposition 6.1. Assume 
that I'i =1 a, p for some r=(a, p) E C2 and some i (I ;;;;;_i;;;;;_H). By Pro
position 6.1, we have K(r)=Q(../- p ), or Q(../ -2p). More precisely, 
we have 
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Proposition 6.6. Assumptions being as above, I't has a subgroup I' 
such that I' 3 a, fi and I'/{± 1} = A4, if and only if K(r) = Q( ./ -2p ). 

Proof Put Rt={g e MlB); LtgCLt} as before. By Lemma 5.12, 
A= Q(a, fi) n Rt is a maximal order of Q(a, fi), if and only if K(r) = 
Q(./-2p). If A is maximal, then, noting that A::)Z[a, fi], we can see 
easily that 

and 

AX n G={+1 +a +P. ±l±a±fi±afi} - , - '-tJ, 2 ' 

and (Ax n G)/{±l}=A 4• This proves that the condition K(r)=Q(./-2p) 
is sufficient. Now, we show that the condition is necessary. Assume 
that there exists a subgroup I'cI't such that I' 3 a, fi, and I'/{±l}=A 4• 

As we shall see in the next Lemma 6.7, we get I'cQ(a, fi). If K(r)= 
Q(./- p ), then A=Z[a, fi], and AX n G={± 1, ±a, ±fi, ±afi}. As 
(Ax n G)/{± 1 }= (Z/2Z) 2 in this case, we get a contradiction. Hence, 
K(r)=Q(./ -2p). q.e.d. 

Lemma 6.7. Assume that there exists a subgroup I'cI'i such that 
I'/{±l}=A 4• Then, there exists r=(a, fi) e C2 such that a, fie I'. For 
any such r=(a, fi) e C2, we get I'cQ(a, fi). 

Proof Fix an isomorphism I'/{± 1} = A 4 and fix any representatives 
a (resp. 1:) in I' of (12) (34) (resp. (123)) e A 4• Replacing <1 by - <1, or 1: 
by -1:, if necessary, we can assume that 1:8 = 1 and (<11: )3 = 1. Then, by 
Theorem 3.1, we have <12 = -1, 1:2 +1:+ 1 =0, and (<11:)2 +(<11:)+ 1 =0. So, 
we get 1:<11:-1 = -1: 2 +<11: and <11:<11:-1 = -a1: 2 -1:. Now, put a=<1, fi=1:<11:-1. 
Then (a, fi) e C2, and (-1 +a+fi-afi)/2=(- l +1:-1: 2+<1(1 +1:+1:2))=1:. 
Hence, 1: e Q(a, fi). As A4 is generated by (12) (34), (13) (24), and (123), 
we get I' C Q(a, fi). q.e.d. 

§ 7. Main Theorems 

Here, we give our main results. For the readers' convenience, we 
recall here the notations and assumptions in the previous sections. We 
denote by B the definite quaternion algebra with prime discriminant p. 
We denote by L1, • • •, LH a complete set of representatives of classes of 
lattices in the non-principal genus .P(M) of the positive definite binary 
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quaternion hermitian space V over B. For each i (I ~J;;;;,H), define a 
subgroup I' i of G by: 

where G is the group of similitudes of V. For any (abstract) finite group 
I', we put 

/(I')={ie {1, · · ·,H}; I'i/{±l}~I'}. 

Theorem 7.1. Assume that p;;;_ 7. Then,for each prime p, 

#(/({!}))=~~~~ -:6 (4+( ~1 ))(p-( ~1 )) 

-1!4 (3+( ~3 ))(p-( ~3 ))+ ! (I-X(2))h(-p) 

1
_!_(3-X'(2))h(-3p) · · · 

1 8 
+-h(-2p)+ 

8 1 -h(-3p) · .. 
8 

if P=l mod 4, 

if P=3 mod 4, 

5 1 3 -~-#(/(D12))--#(/(S 4))- -#(l(A,)), 
12 2 5 

#(/(Z/2Z))= 4
1
8 (4+( ~l ))(p-( ~l ))- ! (1-X(2))h(-p) 

j 4l (3-X'(2))h(-3p) · · · 
h(-2p) 

8 h(-3p) ... 
I 4 

+ 2_ #(/(S.)) + i_ #(/(D 12)) + #(I(A,)), 
4 3 

if P=l mod 4, 

if P=3 mod 4, 

#(I(Z/3Z))= 418(3+( ~~) )(p-( ~3) )- h( ~2p) 

-1 ! (3-X'(2))h(-3p) · · · if P=l mod 4, 

h( - 3P) · · · if p = 3 mod 4. 
8 

+ l_ #(I(D 12)) + l_ #(/(S 4)) + #(/(A,)), 
4 2 
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#(/((Z/2Z)2)) = __!_(1-X(2))h( -p)- #(l(D 12))-__!_ #(J(S 4)), 
4 2 

1 
! (3-X'(2))h(-3p) · · · 

#(J(Ss))= h(-3p) 

4 

if P=l mod 4, 

if P=3 mod 4, 

- #(/(As))- #(/(D12))- #(J(S,)), 

#(l(A4))= h(-2p) 
4 

#(J(D12))= {~ 

#(J(S4))= {~ 

#(/(As))={~ 

1 
#(/(As))- - #(J(S4)), 

2 

if p=5 mod 12, 

if P=l, 7, or 11 mod 12, 

if p=3, or 5 mod 8, 

if P=l, or 7 mod 8, 

if p=2, or 3 mod 5, 

if P=l, or 4mod 5, 

and #(l(I'))=O, unless I' is isomorphic to one of the above groups, where 

h(-m) is the class number of the field Q(./ -m), and (_:__)is the Leg
p 

endre symbol, X (resp. X') is the Kronecker symbol of Q( ./ - p) (resp. 
Q( .,/ - 3p )), that is, 

X(2)-H 
if p=7mod 8, 

if p:=3 mod 8, 

if P=l mod 4, 
X'{2)-{-l 

if P=5 mod 8; 

if P=l mod 8, 

if p=3 mod 4. 

Remark 1. If p=2, 3, or 5, then H= 1 ([5]). If p=2, then #(I' 1)= 
1920 and I' 1 was explicitly given in [10) p. 592. It was shown in Katsura
Oort [12] that, if p=3, then I' 1/{±l}~A 6, and ifp=5, then I' 1/{±1}~ 
PGL(2, Fs). 

Remark 2. By Theorem 7.l and the fact that #(J(A4)) and 
#(J((Z/2Z) 2) are integers, we can show that h(-p)=O (resp. 2) mod 4, if 
P= 1 (resp. 5) mod 8, and that h(-2p)=O (resp. 2) mod 4, if p= ± 1 
(resp. + 3) mod 8. These results are actually well known. ( cf. Redei
Reichart [14]) 
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Proof The results on Dm S4, and As have been already given in § 3 
and § 4. Now, we show the rest. For each (abstract) finite group I' 
and for each n = 2, or 3, define a number cn(I') as follows: 

if n=2, 

if n=3. 

By the argument in § 3.2, we can easily show that 

cn(I';/{± 1 })= #(Cn n I'D/#(I'i) 

=#{r=(a, p) E Cn; a, p E I't}/#(I';) (i=l, · · ·, H). 

We have cs(S3)=cs(D 12)=cs(S 4)=cs(As)= 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.1 and 
by definition of the "mass", we get 

Hence, by Theorem 6.5, we get the assertion for J(S 3). We get 
cz((Z/2Z)2)=cz(D 12)=3, cz(A4)=czCAs)= 1, and clS 4)=2. Now, define a 
number c~(I') for each I' by 

{ 
a2=p2= 1, ap=pa, a=/=p ) 

c~(I')=- 2-x # (a, p) E I'2; a, pare contained in a subgroup . 
#(I') f I' h" h . . h" A o w 1c 1s 1somorp 1c to 4 

Lemma 2.1, Theorem 6.5, and Proposition 6.6, we get 

3#(J((Z/2Z)2)+ i #(/(S 4))+3#(/(D 12))= _!_(l-X(2))h( -p), 
2 4 

and 

f 
_!_(3-X'(2))h( - 3p), if P= 1 mod 4, 

#(l(A.))+_!_#(l(S 4))+ #(/(As))= 4 

2 h(- 3p) if P=3 mod 4. 
. 4 

Hence, we get the assertion for (Z/2Z) 2 and A4• The rest is easily 

obtained by Theorem 2.ii and (2.3), noting that M(I', l)=- 1- for any 
#(I') 

finite group I', and 
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1 
M(Z/2Z, 2)=-, 

2 
M((Z/2Z)2, 2)= ~' 

4 

1 M(S 3,2)=-, 
2 

1 7 M(A 4, 2)=-, M(D 12, 2)=~, 
4 12 

3 M(S 4, 2)=-, 
8 

1 M(A 5,2)=-, 
4 

2 1 
M(Z/3Z, 3)=-, M(S 3, 3)=-, 

3 3 
2 1 M(A 4, 3)=-, M(D 12, 3)=-, 
3 6 

M(S 4, 3) =_!_, and M(A 5, 3)=_!_. 
3 3 

q.e.d. 

Numerical examples. For small primes p, the explicit values of 
#(I(I')) for each finite group I' are given in the following table. When 
p~3l andp::;t:23, such table has been already given in Katsura-Oort [12], 
but we include also these cases below for the readers' convenience. In 
order to calculate the following table by Theorem 7.1, we used the table 
of class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields by H. Wada [17]. 

7 
11 
13 
17 
19 
23 
29 
31 
37 
41 
43 
47 
53 
59 
61 
67 
71 
73 
79 
83 
89 
97 

101 
103 
107 
109 
113 
127 

{1} Z/2Z Z/3Z (Z/2Z) 2 S3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
4 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 

0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
4 
0 
2 
1 
3 

0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
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Now, we give here explicit answers to Problem 2 also in some other 
cases. Consider the definite quaternion algebra B over Q with discri
minant D, where Dis not necessarily prime. Let O be a maximal order 
of B. Take any positive divisor D2 of D and put D 1 =D/D 2• Let 
ff'(D 1, D2) be the set of all maximal O-lattices LCB 2 such that L&;!zZg ~ 
O!, if and only if p)(D 2• This ff'(D 1, D2) forms a single genus (Shimura 
[16]). Take a complete set of representatives L 1, • • ·, LH of the classes in 
ff'(D 1, D2), and put I'i=Aut (Li) (l~i~H). For any finite group I', 
put/(I')=#{i; I'J{±l}~I', l~i~H}. 

Theorem 7.2. Assume that 2, 3, 5,r D and D2 =;t: 1. Put t = #{ p; p \ D} 
and r = #{p; p \ D1}. Then, 

!
2t+r-2 

l(/(Z/5Z))- O ' 

!2t+s-1 

l(/(Z/4Z))- O , 

2t+u-3 
' 

#(/(Z/6Z))= 2'-2, 

0 

if P= -1 mod 5for allp\D 1 (D1 =;t:l) 

and P= ±2 mod 5 for all p \ D2, 

otherwise, 

if D 1 =l andp==.±2mod5forallp[D, 

otherwise, 

if D1 =;t:l,p$.l mod8forallp[D 1 

and p = ± 3 mod 8 for all p I D2, 

otherwise, 

if D1= 1 and P= ±3 mod 8,for all p [ D, 

otherwise, 

if D1(-l; 12)=;t:0 and 

D(l; 12)=Dz(- l: 12)= 0, 

if D 1 =;t: 1, D(l; 12)=D(- l; 12)= 0 and 

#(D(5; 12))=odd, 

otherwise, 

where for any integers i,j, D(i;j)={p[D;p==.imodj}, Dz(i;j)= 
{p \ D2; P=i modj}, and u=#{p I D1; P= -1 mod 12}, 

!
2t-1 

1(/(D,.))- O ' 

if D1 = 1, D(l; 12)=D(-1; 12)= 0, and 

#(D(5; 12))=odd, 

otherwise, 
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1
2'-2h(-2D2)-#(/(A 5))-2- 1#(/(S 4)), 

( -2D) #(/(A4))= if p 2 = -1 for all p I D 1, 

#(I((Z/2Z) 2) = 

0 otherwisz, 

2r- 2h(-D 2), (f' ( -:_'I._)= -1 for all p I D1, 

D2 $. -1 mod 8, and D1 =I= 1, 
h(-D 2) 

4 

h(-Dz) 
2 

if D1 = 1 and Dz= 1 mod 4, 

-#(/(D12))-2- 1 #(/(S 4)), 

#(/(SJ)= 0, if ( -:Dz ) = 1 for some p I D1• In other cases, 

1
2rh(-3D 2), if -3D 2=. 5 mod 8, 

#(/(S,))= 2r-1h(-3D 2), (f -3D 2=. 1 mod 8, 

2'-2h(-3Dz), if -3D 2=.3 mod 4, 

-#(/(S4))-#(/(A5))-#(/(D12)), 

#(/(Z/3Z)) = ]_H6 -_!__ #(/(S,))- #(/(A 4))-_!__ #(/(S 4)) 
2 2 2 

- _!__ #(/(D12)) - _!__ #(/(A 5))-_!__#(/(Z/6Z)), 
4 2 2 

where H 6 is given in [5] (II) Theorem (p. 696) for each D1, Dz, 

#(/(Z/2Z)) = 2H,-2_ #(/((Z/2Z)2)-#(/(S,))- #(/(A 4)) 

2 

- 2_ #(I(S 4))-2_ #(l(D 1z))-_!_ #(I(A 5)) 
4 6 2 

-#(/(Z/4Z))- _!__ #(/(Z/6Z)), 
3 

where H 1 is given in [5] (II) Theorem for each D1, D2, 

#(/({l}))=--h- n (p- l)(p 2 + n n (p 2- 1) 
2 3 5 qlD1 PID, 
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6 1 1 1 - .6 --#(l(Z/kZ))--#(I(S,))-~ #(I(A 4)) 

k-2 k 6 12 

1 1 1 -~ #(l(S4))- ~ #(I(D12))- ~ #(l(A5)). 
24 12 . 60 

Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7.1. So, we only 
sketch it and omit the details here. By the assumption that D2 =I= I and 
2, 3, 5,tD, Lemma 2.1 is also valid, and almost all the results in § 2, 3, 
and 4 are valid also in this case. Now, the local data at q { D1 in § 5 can 
be used without any change. The calculation of local data at q I D1 can 
be done virtually in the same way as in § 5. Finally, we obtain mass 
formulae and #(/(I')) for each I'. q.e.d. 
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